Recent research on community detection focuses on learning representations of nodes using different network embedding methods, and then feeding them as normal features to clustering algorithms. However, we find that though one may have good results by direct clustering based on such network embedding features, there is ample room for improvement. More seriously, in many real networks, some statisticallysignificant nodes which play pivotal roles are often divided into incorrect communities using network embedding methods. This is because while some distance measures are used to capture the spatial relationship between nodes by embedding, the nodes after mapping to feature vectors are essentially not coupled any more, losing important structural information. To address this problem, we propose a general Markov Random Field (MRF) framework to incorporate coupling in network embedding which allows better detecting network communities. By smartly utilizing properties of MRF, the new framework not only preserves the advantages of network embedding (e.g. low complexity, high parallelizability and applicability for traditional machine learning), but also alleviates its core drawback of inadequate representations of dependencies via making up the missing coupling relationships. Experiments on real networks show that our new approach improves the accuracy of existing embedding methods (e.g. Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF), and corrects most wrongly-divided statistically-significant nodes, which makes network embedding essentially suitable for real community detection applications. The new approach also outperforms other state-ofthe-art conventional community detection methods.
Introduction
Complex networks such as biological networks, communication networks and social networks, are abstract representations of biological systems, communication systems and interaction systems respectively. Networks model interaction relationships between units of such various complex systems. They are powerful representations which can be used for analyzing the nature and function of complex systems. One of the most important properties of complex networks is their community structure, in which nodes are connected more densely within clusters than across clusters. Discovering communities is useful in many real applications such as our MRF approach for community detection. The sizes of nodes are proportional to their degree centrality values. Each of the actual community structure (left) and the community structures derived by algorithms (right) is separated by a dotted line in the graph. (a) For embedding methods, the new feature representation in the form of individual vectors is first extracted and then taken as input to a data clustering algorithm. Nodes 3 and 6 both have high degree centralities and thus can be regarded as statisticallysignificant nodes. Here node 3 is wrongly divided. (b) For our MRF approach, the feature vectors obtained by embedding methods are modelled as unary potentials. The topological structure, which reflects the nodes dependency relationship, is modelled as pairwise potentials. They work together to form the final energy function, in which the statistically-significant node 3 is successfully assigned.
targeted advertising, protein network analysis, recommendation system, etc. (Newman 2010) .
Recently, discovering community structure in complex networks has attracted a great number of scholars from various research fields. A series of methods based on different theories and techniques have been proposed, as reviewed e.g. in (Fortunato and Hric 2016) . They include spectral clustering (Newman 2010), modularity optimization , hierarchical clustering (Newman 2010), stochastic block model (Fortunato and Hric 2016) , nonnegative matrix factorization (Karrer and Newman 2011; Wang et al. 2017; Zhang and Yeung 2012) and deep learning . These methods typically use network topology, often represented by the adjacency matrix. Network topology is a kind of relational data and represents the coupling relationship between pairs of nodes. These mutually related or constrained relationships between pairs of nodes offer a clue key for community detection.
Another line of related research which can identify community structure is to learn a new kind of network representation from network topology and feed the network representation as normal features to clustering algorithms such as kmeans, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . New network representations are extracted through embedding techniques which map the relational data from the original space to a low-dimensional feature space . Embedding techniques aim at learning the dense and continuous vectors of nodes in feature space, so that the noise or redundant information can be reduced while the intrinsic structural information can be preserved . Some are Node2Vec (Grover and Leskovec 2016) , DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014), MNMF ), LINE (Tang et al. 2015 , GraRep (Cao, Lu, and Xu 2015) , ComE (Cavallari et al. 2017) , AROPE (Zhang et al. 2018) , etc. Such new network representation has at least three main advantages in network analysis tasks, namely low computational complexity, high capability for parallelization and applicability for traditional machine learning algorithms, thus it has received extensive attention recently .
However, we find that although one may have good results by directly clustering the new network representation, its community detection accuracy can still be improved. A more serious problem comes from the fact that, in many real networks, some statistically-significant nodes are often wrongly divided using the network embedding. This produces a worse effect in real applications than just the simple decrease in accuracy, since statistically-significant nodes often play pivotal roles in network analysis. For example, nodes with high degree are more likely to be the authoritative or active individuals which have an important effect in network and communities, while nodes with high betweenness are often bridges or hubs which play the pivotal role in connecting different communities. This may be because, although the distance is employed to capture the relationship between nodes by the embedding technique, nodes after mapping to feature vectors are not coupled anymore . Also, the lack of related or constraint relationship between nodes has an enormous impact on statisticallysignificant nodes in the network. It will thus be very important to not only improve the accuracy of network embedding methods, but also correct the wrongly-divided statisticallysignificant nodes, which may make embedding technology more suitable for real community detection applications.
To solve this problem, one may need a new framework that not only utilizes network embedding to play a dominant role in preserving its own advances (e.g. low computational complexity, high capability for parallelization, and applicability for machine learning algorithms), but also uses network topology to play a role of fine adjustments of the improper division of nodes (especially for the statistically-significant nodes) caused by missing dependency relationship. Fortunately, the pairwise Markov Random Field (MRF), which has been successfully used in image segmentation, meets this requirement. Specifically, its associated energy function can be factorized into a sum of potential functions, which consist in a set of unary poten- tials and a set of pairwise potentials (He et al. 2018) . Unary potentials are defined to characterize the features of each individual having a main function, which is similar to the role of network embedding. On the other hand, pairwise potentials are defined based on pairs of objects and reveal interobjects constraints to fine-tune the unary potentials, similar to the role of network relationship. Based on the above idea, we define a new framework using pairwise MRF for community detection. Specifically, we use the new network embedding in the form of a lowdimensional vector of each node to define unary potentials, and further use relationships (derived from network topology) between nodes to define new pairwise potentials, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Under this framework, the advantage of network embedding can be preserved through the dependence on the network embedding, and the drawbacks of inadequate representations of dependencies can be mitigated by making up for the lack of coupling relationships.
Motivated Observations
We first show that some statistically-significant nodes in real networks are often wrongly divided by using network embedding methods. We then show that the network reconstructed by embedding technologies loses many dependencies between nodes. The real networks with ground truth communities we use are shown in Table 1 (Newman 2017).
Observation Experiment 1
To validate that network embedding technologies often assign some statistically-significant nodes into incorrect communities, we first find the community structure of different networks based on network embeddings. We use three well known network embedding methods, Node2Vec (Grover and Leskovec 2016) , DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014), and MNMF ) (a community preserving method) to extract the network embeddings for each of the twelve networks in Table 1 . (Other methods such as LINE (Tang et al. 2015) , GraRep (Cao, Lu, and Xu 2015) and ComE (Cavallari et al. 2017) were also tested. We do not show them since they have similar effects.) Then, as was done in many network embedding works , we use k-means to cluster these new network representations to get the community structures.
After finding the nodes which are wrongly divided by the above methods (by comparing with the ground truth), we further determine which nodes among them are statistically significant. To this end, we employ three largely used indices of network nodes statistical significance, i.e. degree centrality, eigenvector centrality and betweenness centrality (Newman 2010) , to analyze each of the wrongly divided nodes. Table 2 shows some representative nodes in each of the networks that are wrongly divided by Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF. Due to space limit, we display no more than three wrongly-divided statistically-significant nodes for each network. As shown, there are 8 out of 12 networks which include wrongly-divided statisticallysignificant nodes by using Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF. This demonstrates that when one applies embedding to find community structures in real-world networks, some statistically-significant nodes which play an important role in each network are often wrongly divided. This shows that embedding methods (including the community preserving method MNMF) have serious drawbacks for real community detection applications. But fortunately, almost all nodes shown in Table 2 can be corrected using our framework which will be introduced in the following sections.
Observation Experiment 2
According to the first experiment, the embedding technology will assign some statistically-significant nodes to incorrect communities. This may happen when the network embedding method loses some dependency relationships between pairs of nodes in the network topology. To validate this hypothesis, we first reconstruct a new network using its embedding, and then calculate the overlapping ratio of edges between the reconstructed and the original networks. Intuitively, the smaller the overlapping ratio, the more dependencies were lost reconstructing the network from embedding, i.e. the more embedding loses dependencies.
Again, we first use embedding methods, i.e. Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF, to extract the feature vectors of nodes for each of the twelve networks. Then, for each node i in a network, we compute the feature similarities between node i and all other nodes by using the cosine similarity. Then we sort the similarity in decreasing order, select the top d i (d i is the degree of node i) nodes with the highest similarities and take them as structural neighbors (to distinguish from topological neighbors in the original network) of node i in the reconstructed network. Using the structural neighbors of all nodes, we finally reconstruct a new network.
The right part of Table 1 shows the overlapping ratio between the original network and the network reconstructed by Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF. As shown, the average overlapping ratio between the reconstructed and the original networks are 46.76%, 52.90% and 40.81%, respectively, based on Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF. This indicates Table 2 : The statistically-significant nodes which are wrongly divided by Node2Vec, DeepWalk, MNMF and our new MRF framework (our approaches using Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF as bases are named as MRF-N, MRF-D and MRF-M, respectively). "" denotes a node which is which is wrongly divided by a network embedding method. The rank of a node is shown in terms of degree centrality, eigenvector centrality (eigen for short) and betweenness (between for short) centrality, respectively. that there are almost half of the dependency relationships in the original network topology, which are lost or do not appear directly in the networks reconstructed via embedding. Finally, let us analyze the reason why some statisticallysignificant nodes are wrongly divided by the embedding methods. As discussed in (Fortunato and Hric 2016) , traditional community detection approaches mainly focus on network topology in which statistically-significant nodes are often highly emphasized in the community detection process, so that it is not easy to wrongly divide them in this case. Unfortunately, after mapping network topology to feature space by embedding methods (including the community preserving method MNMF), some dependency relationships between nodes are (directly or indirectly) lost, as shown in Table 1 . Then, the statistical significance of nodes in the original network topology cannot be preserved. This will lead to the fact that the originally statistically-significant nodes are not necessarily protected as before, and hence they may be more easily divided wrongly in the embedding-based community detection process. Our work here is to correct network embeddings by utilizing network topology to essentially improve community detection performance.
The MRF Framework
We first define a structured pairwise Markov Random Field (MRF) to correct network embeddings by using network topology for community detection. We then present a belief propagation (BP) algorithm to learn the MRF model. Finally, we give its complexity analysis.
The Model
Consider an undirected and unweighted network G with n nodes and m edges, which is represented by an adjacency matrix A= [a ij ] n×n ∈R n×n , where a ij is 1 if nodes i and j are connected, or 0 otherwise. We divide the nodes into K communities, where each node i has a label c i ∈{1, · · · , K}, indicating which of the K communities it belongs to.
Our MRF model consists of two parts ( Fig. 1(b) ). One is a set of unary potentials which are defined to force the network embeddings to play a dominant role. The other is a set of pairwise potentials which are defined based on pairs of nodes and reveal constraints to fine-tune the unary potentials. All these unary potentials and pairwise constraints in the energy function work together in order to characterize and exploit the network embeddings as well as network topology to achieve a global coherent community structure. Then, the complete energy function can be defined as:
where C = (c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n ) is the community assignments of nodes, ε is the set of edges, θ i and θ ij define unary and pairwise potentials respectively (see below). With the energy function for partition C defined, we can then adopt the Gibbs distribution, which is a function of inverse temperature β, to compute the posterior probability of partition C given network topology A. This is defined as:
where Z is a normalization coefficient. Then, the best community partitionĈ can be obtained according to:
Definition of Unary Potentials We first define unary potentials using network embeddings in order to characterize each individual's features. Let θ i (c i ) denote the unary potential of node i, where the value of c i ranges from 1 to K. That is, θ i (c i ) measures the cost of assigning community label c i to node i. For example, if node i is more likely to belong to the first rather than the second community, we will have θ i (c 1 ) < θ i (c 2 ). We need to model the network embeddings of all nodes into unary potentials in the energy function. However, network embedding is a type of vector representations of nodes, which is different from the real form of unary potentials. For this problem, we conversely employ the Gibbs distribution in (2). We use γ ci to denote the probability that node i belongs to community c i . Then, the unary potential can be obtained by its corresponding probability distribution:
where β = 1, and γ ci is the probability distribution of node i belonging to each community. Specifically, we use the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to approximate the probability distributions γ ci of all nodes belonging to various communities. Then, γ ci is obtained by the sum where y is the feature vector of the node:
where φ(y|µ i
, and α i is the mixing coefficient. The GMM can be taken as a full-covariance Gaussian mixture with M components, in which each component characterizes a community, thus the number of components M should be equal to the number of communities K. We employ EM algorithm to infer the parameters, and then get the probability distributions γ ci , which can be converted into unary potentials via (4).
Definition of Pairwise Potentials
We then define another type of potential functions, i.e. pairwise potentials, which play the role of correcting network embeddings. Different from using the fully connected network structure as done in (He et al. 2018) , we use network topology directly as the underlying MRF structure since our purpose here is to use the coupling relationship between nodes to make up the drawbacks of inadequate dependencies of embeddings. This also makes the model efficient due to the sparsity of networks.
In addition, it is often believed that an observed link in a network is either formed by a direct connection (i.e. direct edge) or formed from indirect transmission (i.e. transitive edge). It is not an ideal way of using these links uniformly to form a MRF to correct network embeddings since the dependency strength of transitive edges is often overestimated. Here we use direct dependency strength proposed by (Feizi et al. 2013) to define the dependency relationship between linked nodes to correct network embeddings.
To be specific, let G (h) be the hth order direct dependency graph of the observed network G with adjacency matrix A. Then the interaction process between nodes proceeds as follows. Given the direct dependency graph G dir (i.e., G
(1) ) with edges representing the tie strength of the first order interactions, an individual's influence can spread when the nodes it interacted with connects with other nodes in the next step, with its strength diluted along with the increase of interaction order. We take the final observations to be the cumulative effects of all the order of interactions, that is A = A dir + A (2) + A (3) + ..., where
(1) ) denotes the weighted adjacency matrix of G (h) in which each element a (h) ij represents the hth order connection strength between nodes i and j. From the high order interaction property of networks, we have
. . Based on the property of power of matrices, we have
where
denotes the ith eigenvalue of the direct dependency graph G dir , and U denotes the eigenvectors shared by every A (h) . The observation graph can then be defined as
in which λ i is the ith eigenvalue of A, and U denotes the eigenvectors. However, the real situation is that Λ and U can be calculated easily since A is observed, while Λ dir and A dir need to be derived. According to (Feizi et al. 2013) , each eigenvalue of the direct dependency network is expressed as a nonlinear function of a single corresponding eigenvalue of the convolved observed network. We can then construct the direct dependency graph as
). Then A dir can be easily derived based on Λ and U , in which each element a dir ij represents the direct dependency strength between nodes i and j.
Based on the above preparations, we define the pairwise potentials as follows. Let θ ij (c i , c j ) represent the pairwise potential of two connected nodes i and j with community labels c i and c j respectively. Using network topology as the underlying MRF structure and based on the direct dependency strength of links, the pairwise function is defined as:
(10) where δ (c i , c j ) is 1 if c i = c j , and 0 otherwise, ε is the set of edges. The pairwise term in (10) achieves our goal that we encourage pairs of nodes with high direct dependency strength to be in the same community. Since the number of edges in the network is fixed, if more edges appear within a community, there will be fewer edges appearing across communities. This is consistent with the definition of community detection which aims at dividing nodes into communities with denser connections within communities and sparser connections between communities.
Model Inference
We now need to derive the best community partitionĈ by maximizing the posterior probability P (C|A) of this model. Here, instead of optimization of individual pervariable marginal probabilities as done in other community detection models (Martin, Ball, and Newman 2016) , we use the belief propagation (BP) algorithm with a max-sum version to maximize joint probability distribution so as to derive the better configuration of community memberships.
The key idea of our BP algorithm is that: each node i sends a 'message' to node j directly connected with i in the network topology (j is i's neighbor), indicating the maximum negative energy achievable when fixing the community of i to c i if j is absent. We use it to denote the maximum negative energy that i will be in community c i in the absence of j, which is obtained by recursively computing the messages that i receives from other neighbors (k) of i:
When the algorithm converges, the variable max-belief, that is µ i (c i ), can be computed as:
To recover the joint maximum posterior labeling, we select the state which corresponds to maximum max-belief for each variable c i :
Complexity Analysis
The pairwise structure of our framework is the same as network topology in which each node needs to send K 'messages' to its neighbors at each iteration, thus the total number of 'messages' to be updated in each iteration is 2mK, where m and K are the number of edges and communities, respectively. Also, the complexity of updating a message is constant, i.e. O(1), so that the complete complexity of our algorithm is O(2mKT ), where T is the number of iterations. Because T and K can be taken as constants compared with network scales (i.e. m), the complexity of our algorithm is finally O(m) which is nearly linear on large sparse networks.
Experiments
We first compare our approach with three network embedding methods for community detection. We then compare it with some state-of-the-art community detection methods.
Compare with Network Embedding Algorithms
We mainly focus on whether our framework maintains the advantages of network embedding methods and overcomes their disadvantages, making it suitable for community detection. Specifically, we compare our approach with three well-known embedding methods (Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF) on twelve real networks with known communities listed in Table 1 . We use the default parameter for all the methods. The feature dimension is set to 64. We use k-means algorithm (as in other network embedding papers for community detection ) to cluster the feature vectors derived from Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF. Correspondingly, our framework using Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF features is called MRF-N, MRF-D and MRF-M, respectively. We use normalized mutual information (NMI) as the accuracy metric and runtime as the efficiency metric.
The comparison results in terms of NMI are given in Fig.  3 . As shown, our methods MRF-N, MRF-D and MRF-M have the best performance on all twelve networks. On average, MRF-N and MRF-D are 12.30% and 9.99% more accurate than Node2Vec and DeepWalk, respectively. Especially, MRF-M also improves MNMF which is a community preserving-based embedding technology (by ∼12.21%). However, the runtime of our MRF is somewhat larger than that of the original embedding methods. But on average, MRF-N, MRF-D and MRF-M increased by only 16%, 25% and 21% over Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF, respectively, in runtime from the results. The reason is that our approach needs to calculate embeddings to define unary potentials first before its inference, thus needs a little more time. This result further demonstrates that the high-efficiency property of embedding methods has been reasonably maintained in our MRF framework.
In addition, remember the Observation Experiment1 section. There are some statistically-significant nodes in different real networks wrongly divided by embedding methods, such as Node2Vec, DeepWalk and MNMF. In Table  3 , we show that the percentage of statistically-significant nodes which were misclassified in the whole network for each dataset, by embedding methods and our method. These results indicate that some statistically-significant nodes are sometimes wrongly divided using network embedding methods, including the community-preserving approach MNMF. Based on this, we further compute the relative error reduction (RER) for each network, given in Table 3 . (RER = (error m1 − error m2 )/error m2 × 100%, where error m1 and error m2 represent the percentage of statisticallysignificant nodes which were misclassified by our method and embedding method, respectively.) As shown, the RER value of each network is very high, which indicates that our approach can successfully correct most of the wrongly divided statistically-significant nodes. This may be because the dependency relationship which is neglected by embedding technology is actually made up by our framework, and the statistically-significant nodes which were wrongly divided for this reason can now be corrected by it. This further indicates that our new framework not only improves the accuracy of network embedding methods for community detection, but also corrects the wrongly-divided statisticallysignificant nodes, making network embedding suitable for community detection essentially. In comparison, the community preserving-based embedding technology, such as MNMF, does not have this ability.
Compare with Community Detection Algorithms
Here we mainly validate whether our new MRF framework is competitive with or performs better than the existing community detection methods, particularly in the realm of statistical models. Besides the 12 network with ground truth communities in Table 1 , here we also add 8 networks without known communities. We compare our approach with six baseline algorithms, i.e. 1) Karrer's method which is a degree-corrected stochastic block model (Karrer and Newman 2011) ; 2) SNMF (Wang et al. 2011) , 3) BNMTF (Zhang and Yeung 2012) and 4) MNDP (Jin et al. 2015) which are nonnegative matrix factorization based methods; 5) DNR which is an algorithm using deep learning; 6) NetMRF (He et al. 2018 ) the MRF-based community detection method. We use normalized mutual information (NMI) and accuracy (AC) (Fortunato and Hric 2016) as accuracy metrics when ground-truth of communities is known, and modularity Q (Newman 2010) as quality metrics when true communities are unknown.
We take the source codes of the baselines and report results using the default parameters, except DNR . For DNR, we use the results that were reported in the original paper since getting satisfactory results requires adjustment of too many parameters. All the methods converge to local minima, so that we run each method 20 times and report the result with the highest likelihood.
Real Networks with Known Communities The networks with known communities are listed in Table 1 . Because all the methods need the number of communities K to be given, we set K to the ground-truth when true communities are known. The methods that were compared in NMI and AC, along with the results on the twelve networks, are shown in Tables 4 and 5 . In terms of NMI, our methods MRF-N, MRF-D and MRF-M show the best performance on 11 and 10 out of the 12 networks respectively. For example, using NMI index, our MRF-N is 13.65%, 10.07%, 9.15%, 7.93%, 7%, 5.84% and 4.62% more accurate than Karrer's method, SNMF, BNMTF, MNDP, DNR-L2, DNR-CE and NetMRF on average; MRF-D and MRF-M have similar effects. We also have similar results in AC. These further emphasize the superiority of our approach compared with the existing ones, including another MRF-based method NetMRF.
Real Networks without Known Communities
We further compare these methods on eight real networks with no known communities (Newman 2017) which are listed in Table 6. When no "true" number of communities K is known, our framework can run on different K's (e.g. in a range of K min to K max ), and get the best K as well as communities which correspond to the smallest energy function. However, the methods compared cannot find the number of communities automatically, which is typically an issue for statistical model-based methods. So for fair comparison, we ran Louvain method (Blondel et al. 2008) to estimate the numbers of communities and used the estimated numbers in all methods. We adopted modularity Q (Newman 2010) for evaluating the quality of a community structure.
Results are shown in Table 6 . It is not a surprise that NetMRF has the best performance in terms of modularity Q in general, since it does optimize Q. 
Runtime on Real Networks
We validate the efficiency of our framework. We test it on all 20 networks used above, and compare it with Karrer's method, SNMF, BNMTF, MNDP and NetMRF. From the results, though our MRF-N, MRF-D and MRF-M need a little more time on small networks, they outperform or are at least competitive with the best baselines on larger networks. On average, MRF-M takes 6%, 74%, 0.16%, 3.4% and 16% of the runtime of Karrer's method, SNMF, BNMTF, MNDP and NetMRF, respectively, on large networks including Cora, Citeseer, UAI2010, NorthEastern, PubMed, E-mail, Power and Word. MRF-N and MRF-D also have similar results, which means that our approach is suitable to deal with large-scale networks. Especially, our approach is much faster than NetMRF since we use a sparser pairwise structure than NetMRF.
Conclusion
We developed a general MRF framework, which employs coupling relationships to correct the drawbacks of inadequate network embeddings of dependencies. Our framework corrects most of the wrongly-divided statistically-significant nodes while maintaining the advantage of embedding technology, making embedding suitable for real community detection applications. More importantly, this new framework is applicable to nearly all types of network embedding methods. Experimental results verify above views well. ). The former is DNR with L2 norm and the latter is that with cross-entropy distance. They did not give DNR's results on some networks so we mark them as 'N/A'. '-' denotes run time >100 hours. We also analyzed some community preserving-based network embedding methods presented recently to improve community detection (Cavallari et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017; Sun et al. 2017) . We found that these methods still possess the drawback, i.e. many statistically significant nodes are often wrongly divided (see Tables 1 and 3) . This is because they still map nodes from the dependent network space into the independent feature space. Thus, in essence, there is no difference between them and other embedding techniques in solving this problem. They lose the coupling relationship between nodes, so they cannot solve this drawback of using network embedding for community detection.
Compared with NetMRF, our approach 1) adds the definition of unary potentials using network embeddings, 2) uses the sparse network structure instead of the fully connected node pairs to define the MRF structure, which makes it not only efficient but also suitable to correct network embeddings using coupling relationship, and 3) introduces direct dependency strength on links to alleviate the situation that indirect links are overestimated, in order to further improve the ability of correcting network embeddings.
